Guideline adherence rates and interprofessional variation

R Peveler

Variation in professional practice is a complex issue, but probably largely reflects differences in training, and there is evidence that guidelines and education alone have little impact on professional behaviour.

The increasing recognition of depressive illness as a major public health problem has intensified research efforts and also highlighted the extent of variation in professional practice. Because depressive illness is so prevalent, most cases are not managed by specialists. Although healthcare systems differ, general medical practitioners are the professional group most often involved. The training in mental health provided for such doctors is variable, but usually does not mirror the high prevalence of the common conditions—for example, in the UK less than half of general practitioners may receive specialist training experience in mental health. There is similar variation in the training of other professional groups. It is therefore no surprise that there is variation in professional practice both within and between such groups, as shown by Tiemeier et al in their vignette study published in this issue of QSHC.

This study creates an odd world of hypothetical patients. While the presentation of an apparently uniform stimulus to groups of health professionals has superficial scientific appeal, extrapolation of findings to clinical practice is extremely difficult. It is revealing that the “gold standard” for comparison purposes could not be derived from published evidence but had itself to be generated by panels of “experts”. Until the levels of agreement between such experts are known, surely it is premature to conclude that views of others are “inappropriate” simply because they disagree? Although carefully designed and conducted, the study is also compromised by the low response rates among some groups.

It seems questionable to “pool” the judgements of professional groups and then to compare each with the pooled scores. This implies that the context of the clinical encounter would have no impact on the treatment decision. In the UK most general practitioners have very limited access to psychotherapeutic treatments, so it would be expected that other professionals would recommend such approaches more often, simply because the patient would have been referred by a general practitioner (and usually would already have had a trial of pharmacological treatment). Professionals are more likely to choose treatments which they know are available to their patients, whatever guidelines may suggest.

The study highlights the important fact that overtreatment is as important a problem as undertreatment, an issue which has had too little attention in previous work. The observation that professionals may “undertreat” patients with dominating psychosocial problems is also valuable, and consistent with both clinical experience and newly emerging evidence.

One hope attached to “evidence-based” practice is that variation between professionals might be reduced. Clearly there is a tacit assumption that reduction in variation must necessarily represent an improvement in quality of care, and lead to better patient outcomes. In the early 1990s such hopes gave rise to the proliferation of guidelines, and publication of studies such as the Gotland study which suggested that educating general practitioners could lead to a measurable improvement in clinical outcomes. However, a large well designed randomised controlled trial of guideline based education in the UK was unable to demonstrate expected benefits in outcomes. Although it is possible that this study was not sufficiently powerful to detect benefit, any hypothetical benefit can at best be only modest in size. More likely, the failure to demonstrate benefit reflects either the ineffectiveness of education or the lack of validity of current guidelines.

We know that the “evidence base” itself suffers from a number of deficiencies. More evidence is available from secondary care than from primary care—even though many more patients are treated in the latter setting—because the infrastructure to support trials is less well developed there. As a result, there is far less evidence about the treatment of mild depression than of severe forms of the condition. This alone may explain why specialists’ decisions are closer to guidelines than those of non-specialists. In addition, more evidence is available to guide drug treatment than psychotherapy because medication trials are more likely to be funded by the manufacturers of patentable products. There are also difficulties in the “conscientious, explicit and judicious” application of evidence to individual patients when systematic diagnostic and psychopathological evaluation does not form part of routine practice in primary care, simply because there is not time to do it.

The vignette study by Tiemeier et al leaves unanswered the question of where patients’ preferences for treatment fit in. Difficulties arise from the fact that there is wide variation in patients’ beliefs and expectations about the treatment of depression. Medical practice, like politics, is the art of the possible, and many will find the considerable time and effort needed to persuade a reluctant patient to accept antidepressant medication too demanding in the context of busy general practice.
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Ensuring the delivery of appropriate care and treatment is crucial for quality of care; length of stay in hospital may be irrelevant to this process.

The relationship between length of in-hospital stay (LOS) and quality of care is difficult. LOS is determined by a complex interweaving network of multiple supply and demand factors which operate at macro-, meso-, and micro-levels. These factors range from organisational culture and hospital bed availability, through availability of “step down” or intermediate care services, to the customs and cultures of the local populace. On top of these many factors there is also usually an underlying downward trend in LOS for any one particular condition over time. In health policy terms, LOS remains an easily measurable index of “efficiency” and is quoted as such in one of the most recent publications of the UK Department of Health NHS performance indicators. In this publication the percentage “improvement” or percentage reduction in LOS compared with the previous year is plotted for each local area. The clear message from the UK Department of Health is that reductions in LOS are expected to be achieved year on year and represent “efficiency” of local health services.

Much of the literature in this area would support or certainly not refute this policy drive by the UK Department of Health. Many of the studies that have been undertaken show that quality of care or health outcomes do not appear to be compromised by reductions in LOS, and for a long time there have been suggestions that LOS could itself be a cause of increased risk of hospital acquired infection or thromboembolic disease. In contrast to this view, Kossovsky and colleagues have produced some interesting findings in their study of the relationship between LOS and quality of care—a longer LOS is most likely to have an inverted “U” shaped relationship to quality of care. The optimum LOS for any one condition will have a range which depends on local supply and demand factors such as the individual patient’s needs or the availability of the relevant community services.

Current patterns in health care—including the increasing role of intermediate, primary, and community care in many industrialised countries—point to a decreasing role for the hospital. We need to move away from an obsession with LOS. The “right” care needs to be provided in the “right” place. This study by Kossovsky et al is a useful addition to the literature on LOS and quality. I would concur with the authors’ conclusions that LOS should not be reduced without consideration of care pathways and appropriate treatment patterns, but I would go further—ensuring the delivery of appropriate care pathways and treatment patterns is crucial for quality of care; LOS itself may be irrelevant to this process.

“The problematic nature of the relationship between LOS and quality needs to be acknowledged”

Where does this leave us? It appears that a longer LOS does not (and cannot) “cause” an increase in quality of care. Both very good and very poor quality of care can be provided with the same LOS for the same condition. This problematic nature of the relationship between LOS and quality needs to be acknowledged. LOS is most likely to have an inverted “U” shaped relationship to quality of care. Above and below a certain optimal LOS, quality may deteriorate. The optimum LOS for any one condition will have a range which depends on local supply and demand factors such as the individual patient’s needs or the availability of the relevant community services.
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Monitoring of rare events

Pediatric Peri-Operative Cardiac Arrest (POCA) Registry

S Jones, A Raffles

An international registry of rare events such as the Pediatric Peri-Operative Cardiac Arrest (POCA) Registry in the US would allow the development of valid standards against which clinical performance could be measured.

Within the UK, particularly in the wake of the Bristol Inquiry, it is difficult to believe that a similar level of enthusiasm does not exist. In the current media climate it is important that the medical profession is seen to be assessing the incidence and causes of adverse events openly, no matter how rare, and the establishment of a UK registry should be welcomed. With annual meetings such as the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health Annual Spring Meeting, there are also mechanisms in place to advertise the existence of such registers.

In 1990 there was an international consensus on the uniform collection of resuscitation data and in 1995 a paediatric specific template, the Utstein template, was published. This is a standardised method which allows for the collection of data from different clinical situations in a comparable form. Several studies from the US have been published using this template, but relatively few exist for the UK. However, the collection of such data has enormous implications. With internationally agreed standards, not only is it possible to compare outcomes within different scenarios, but also within different patient groups from geographically diverse populations using different types of services. The international community will benefit as more data can be collected, incidence rates truly calculated, causative factors identified, and processes which have better outcomes can be adopted while less favourable processes can be readdressed.

With the expectations of healthcare professionals to practice evidence-based medicine and the availability of numerous sources of information, it is logical to standardise data collection internationally. By using processes such as the POCA Registry, methodologically sound systems are established which allow information on rare events/conditions to be shared with the international community. Such information will allow the individual practitioner to ensure that information made available to the patient is not only standardised, but also up to date, accurate, and comparable across nations. This, in turn, will allow valid comparisons of outcome.
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and causality to be made, resulting in an improvement in clinical performance and the development of valid clinical standards against which unit and individual performance can be measured.
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National Service Frameworks

National Service Frameworks as tools for quality improvement
K Checkland, M Marshall

National quality improvement initiatives will only be sustainable if sufficient resources are provided in primary care to allow a patient centred approach.

One of the main challenges currently facing all health systems is the need to improve standards by reducing unjustified variations in care. A variety of approaches have been adopted around the world to meet this challenge. In this issue of QSHC, Underwood and Beck1 describe the use of National Service Frameworks (NSFs), one part of an ambitious programme of health system reform introduced in the UK in 1997.2 National Service Frameworks are weighty documents produced by “expert reference groups”. These groups consist of representatives from general practice, the Royal Colleges, hospital specialists, and patient advocacy groups. In addition to setting national standards for clinical care, they also define models of service provision and establish performance measures. Progress against these performance measures will form part of the assessment of healthcare providers by a newly established UK inspection agency, as well as forming part of a new appraisal process for individual practitioners. Their successful implementation is thus an important issue for all organisations within the UK NHS.

The coronary heart disease NSF used by Underwood and Beck was the second framework to be published and, as far as the recommended pathways and standards are concerned, probably the most straightforward to implement.3 4 Underwood and Beck’s evaluation is therefore timely. By examining the extent to which the recommendations in the coronary heart disease NSF are implemented once patients have returned to the community following an acute coronary event, the authors are focusing on an issue of wider significance—namely, the sustainability of a system wide quality improvement initiative. The results indicate that initial improvements in clinical care were not maintained and they argue that this is, in part, because the issue of sustainability is not adequately addressed in the framework.

In this context, two issues seem to be important. Firstly, NSFs and other “top down” quality improvement programmes are based on an underlying assumption that patients’ interests are best served by following a biomedical model which implements the results of randomised controlled trials. This approach, as others have noted,5 6 is not without problems. Such “generalisable” results conceal important variations, and the conditions under which randomised controlled trials are performed are very different from “real life”. It is therefore possible that the fall off in prescriptions is actually a function of the transfer of evidence to the real world of clinical practice in which patients have their own ideas about the appropriateness of medical advice. There is some evidence that, when presented with good evidence about risks, patients may make choices that are different from those we might expect.7 Without a deeper investigation into the reasons behind the fall off in prescribing, it is hard to draw any conclusions about what is actually happening.

Secondly, Underwood and Beck focus strongly on the role of hospital staff in implementing the standards. This is inappropriate, particularly in the UK. Whilst hospital cardiac rehabilitation programmes are important in the immediate aftermath of the event, the long term adjustments take place in the community, often with the help of primary care staff. If implementation of the service models and clinical guidelines in the NSF are desirable, then it is in primary care that much of the work will take place. The decision whether or not to take powerful drugs with many potential side effects should be taken by patients in partnership with their personal physicians, and should occur in the context of an holistic assessment of the patients’ psychological and social, as well as physical, needs. Staff in primary care need support from their secondary care colleagues as well as prompt and comprehensive discharge information to help them in this process. They do not need more secondary care input in the community.

Where we would agree with the authors is in their assessment of the need for greater resources. Helping patients to make truly informed decisions about their lifestyle and medical treatment is labour intensive, and at present primary care in the UK is grossly underprovided with the resources to make this happen. The NSFs cannot be implemented, and early gains will not be sustained, unless extra resources accompany the additional work. The recent announcement of a cash injection for the NHS indicates that this message is at last getting through.
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Quality improvement projects need to become ongoing, continuous, and both epidemiological and clinical in nature. These programs are best when they provide, for demonstrating performance goodness. Once the baseline of comparative variation in organizational structures is established, each site may proceed with its own assessment of the impact of new management of scientific knowledge in medicine: a change of direction with profound implications. In: Miles A, Hampton JR, Hurwitz B, eds. NICE, CfrL and the NHS reforms: enabling excellence or imposing control? London: Aesculapius Medical Press, 2000: 13–31.


CONCLUSIONS

I venture to suggest that a true performance measurement and improvement with a project rather than a continuous monitoring program. Indeed, the Anglican audits of hip fracture study suggests that the challenges of a QI project not only concern the methods of measurement and dissemination, but the longer term “buy in” by the providers of care. In essence, the success of a QI project may be its ability to metamorphose into a QI program.

DETERMINANTS OF THE SUSTAINABILITY OF A QI PROGRAM

Starting a project is one thing; keeping it going is another. The sustainability of QI projects has often depended on the demonstration of “impact” rather than description of processes. Indeed, if no correlations are identified—and repeatedly so—between what has been done and what has happened, the project will be unable to answer the “so what?” question from sceptics or those unwilling to challenge the status quo. In contrast, when causal or correlative associations are demonstrated, cost/benefit analyses can follow to show the goodness, acceptability, or affordability of the performance. Thus, the way is paved for a sustainable ongoing program, able not only to help providers learn about themselves, but also to shape their accountability strategies towards various audiences.

Multi-site programs (regional, national, or international) are ideally suited for demonstrating performance goodness. The comparative analysis such a setting allows across providers, severity of disease stratified patient groups, or variation in organizational structures is essential for a convincing QI methodology. Once the baseline of comparative performance profiles is established, each site may proceed with its own assessment of acceptability and affordability. Eventually, a “value” will be shown to local audiences interested in knowing how well the healthcare system is doing by them.
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Quality improvement projects need to become ongoing sustainable programs if they are to alter culture, mind set, and perceived responsibilities in the practice of medicine.

Quality improvement projects are now an integral part of the strategy of healthcare systems towards accountability. While the immediate audience of the outcomes of such projects is internal to the care providing organization, accountability to external audiences (communities, government, patients, business coalitions) is increasingly demanded. Indeed, while in the past decade outcomes research was primarily the domain of healthcare professionals, now it seems the cornerstone of any accountability strategy. In the US such strategies are translated into “report cards”, in the UK to “league tables”, and elsewhere to “hospital ranking reports”. Even when the methods of analysis have not changed—variation, observed to expected ratios, statistically significant differences in utilization or outcome rates—the landscape has been expanded to encompass numerous groups asking for accountability. To achieve responsiveness to various audiences, QI projects should measure outcomes rates—the landscape has been significantly different in utilization or outcome rates—the landscape has been expanded to encompass numerous groups asking for accountability. The QI report by Freeman et al in this issue of QSHC elegantly describes the importance of the multi-site comparative analysis and the challenges associated with a project rather than a continuous monitoring program. Indeed, the Anglican audits of hip fracture study suggests that the challenges of a QI project not only concern the methods of measurement and dissemination, but the longer term “buy in” by the providers of care. In essence, the success of a QI project may be its ability to metamorphose into a QI program.


QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AS PART OF MEDICAL PRACTICE

Healthcare providers often do not consider themselves as part of healthcare research. In fact, this chasm separates the concepts of a “QI project” from a “QI program”. When seen as a “project”, the incentives for a change in practice style are not considered as programs that are ongoing, continuous, and both epidemiological and clinical in nature. These programs are best when they provide, through comparative analysis, performance profiles which providers can emulate and outcomes they want to achieve. This attribute of a QI program reporting from the field contrasts with the sheer distribution of “best practice” guidelines suggested by experts.

“the success of a QI project may be its ability to metamorphose into a QI program.”

The QI report by Freeman et al in this issue of QSHC elegantly describes the importance of the multi-site comparative analysis and the challenges associated with a project rather than a continuous monitoring program. Indeed, the Anglican audits of hip fracture study suggests that the challenges of a QI project not only concern the methods of measurement and dissemination, but the longer term “buy in” by the providers of care. In essence, the success of a QI project may be its ability to metamorphose into a QI program.

DETERMINANTS OF THE SUSTAINABILITY OF A QI PROGRAM

Starting a project is one thing; keeping it going is another. The sustainability of QI projects has often depended on the demonstration of “impact” rather than description of processes. Indeed, if no correlations are identified—and repeatedly so—between what has been done and what has happened, the project will be unable to answer the “so what?” question from sceptics or those unwilling to challenge the status quo. In contrast, when causal or correlative associations are demonstrated, cost/benefit analyses can follow to show the goodness, acceptability, or affordability of the performance. Thus, the way is paved for a sustainable ongoing program, able not only to help providers learn about themselves, but also to shape their accountability strategies towards various audiences.

Multi-site programs (regional, national, or international) are ideally suited for demonstrating performance goodness. The comparative analysis such a setting allows across providers, severity of disease stratified patient groups, or variation in organizational structures is essential for a convincing QI methodology. Once the baseline of comparative performance profiles is established, each site may proceed with its own assessment of acceptability and affordability. Eventually, a “value” will be shown to local audiences interested in knowing how well the healthcare system is doing by them.
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CONCLUSIONS

I venture to suggest that a true performance measurement and improvement with a project rather than a continuous monitoring program. Indeed, the Anglican audits of hip fracture study suggests that the challenges of a QI project not only concern the methods of measurement and dissemination, but the longer term “buy in” by the providers of care. In essence, the success of a QI project may be its ability to metamorphose into a QI program.
model would not only be an ongoing program, but something that has to become part of the very fabric of medicine. When the practice of medicine is intertwined with its simultaneous evaluation as to its impact on restoring health or improving functional status and quality of life, then we can have a true discussion about quality and accountability. After all, the term “accountability” is derived from the French “compter”, requiring an inherent characteristic of measurement. Yet measurement without a road map would remain exploratory and miss its destination of responsible professionalism. It is perhaps because of this realization that the 2500 year old ethical principles “I swear by Apollo the physician…” have recently been revisited and updated. Indeed, in an unprecedented collaboration between the Lancet and Annals of Internal Medicine, a new “Charter of Medical Professionalism” has been published which picks up where Hippocrates left off. In addition to the social and ethical responsibilities of the physician, the Charter specifies the need for measurement, disclosure about performance, and more quantitative strategies towards accountability. As a gesture of true professionalism and timely self-evaluation, the Charter supports the notion that QI projects aiming at accountability need to incorporate epidemiological tools of counting, associating, and preventing undesirable processes. To do so, the performance of individuals and organizations should be continuously measured, not in a desire to reprimand or punish but to enhance and celebrate. Until performance measurement and improvement are seen as parallel tracks to the practice of medicine, there can be only research studies that may have much less ability to alter culture, mind set, and perceived responsibilities.

The paper by Freeman et al convincingly leads the way to such considerations and, hopefully, for further discussion.
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